Abstract. A stochastic model is derived to predict the turbulent torque produced by a swirling flow. It is a simple Langevin process, with a colored noise. Using the unified colored noise approximation, we derive analytically the PDF of the fluctuations of injected power in two forcing regimes: constant angular velocity or constant applied torque. In the limit of small velocity fluctuations and vanishing inertia, we predict that the injected power fluctuates twice less in the case of constant torque than in the case of constant angular velocity forcing. The model is further tested against experimental data in a von Karman device filled with water. It is shown to allow for a parameter-free prediction of the PDF of power fluctuations in the case where the forcing is made at constant torque. A physical interpretation of our model is finally given, using a quasi-linear model of turbulence.
Introduction

Historical background
A classical topic in turbulence research is the computation of global transport properties connected with the macroscopic result of turbulent motions at microscopic scales.
These motions are characterized by very rapid characteristic time scales, and can be considered, from a macroscopic point of view, as fluctuations. The "conventional approach" consists in modelling the mean value of non linear functions of these fluctuations in terms of averaged quantities, the most famous example being the turbulent viscosity [1] . However, this will only give evolution equations for averaged quantities and nothing can be predict on the shape of the fluctuations (for example their probability distribution function). An alternative approach is to consider these fluctuations as noises and most of problems dealing with turbulent transport could then be solved if one were able to prescribe the statistics of this noise, as a function of some global properties of the flow. A priori, this can be done in two ways. Firstly, by assuming the probability density function of the noise to be known. This approach has been pioneered by [2] , starting from NavierStokes equations, but its solution has encountered considerable technical difficulties [3] . In some instances (e.g. for velocity increments) where the noise obeys a Markov property, it is however possible to derive an approximate Fokker-Planck equation by fitting of the turbulent data [4, 5, 6, 7] . Another way to prescribe the statistics of the noise is through a stochastic equation, taking for example the Langevin equation. In some sense, this approach has been pioneered by [8] , who assumes a Gaussian white noise statistics for the acceleration. Refinements of this model have later been proposed by [9, 10, 11, 12] to account for intermittency of small scale velocity increments.
The Langevin approach
From a practical (numerical) point of view, Langevin approaches are often easier to implement, since they only involve integration of ordinary differential equation, in contrast with Fokker-Planck methods which involve partial differential equation in a high dimension space (the phase space). From the theoretical point of view, the link between the two approaches is not straightforward: it can be shown that different Langevin models can in fact lead to the same Fokker-Planck equation, so that the correspondence between the noise property and the fluid equations of motions is not always obvious. In that respect, it would be interesting to develop some sort of systematic procedure to derive a Langevin equation for the noise starting from the Navier-Stokes equations. Recently, [13, 14, 15] provided evidence that the small scales of a turbulent flow are mostly slaved to the large scale, and follow a quasi-linear dynamic [16, 17, 18, 19] . This dynamics is described by the rapid Distortion Theory, see e.g. [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] . This led us to propose a new turbulent model for small scale turbulence, in which the velocity is given as a solution of a linear stochastic equation of Langevin type [25] . A preliminary validation of the model was done by comparison with direct numerical simulation of isotropic 3D turbulence. This kind of turbulence is however seldom realized in real life applications. Therefore, a validation of this type of model in non-isotropic, non-homogeneous situations would be most welcome.
A model experiment
A good prototype of this type of flow is the so-called von Karman flow, the flow between two coaxial rotating disks (cf figure 1) . This simple device allows both for turbulence with a very large Reynolds number and easy access to global transport properties via torque measurements focusing either on averaged quantities [26, 27, 28] or probability distributions [29] . The statistical analysis revealed a rich and complex connection between the energy injection and dissipation, reflecting the non-trivial coupling between the macroscopic scale and the underlying microscopic turbulent noise. For example, Titon and Cadot [29] within each mode, it is found to depend strongly on the type of mode: it is twice larger in the first regime than in the second one.
In stationary regime, one expects the energy injection to be equal on average to the energy dissipations. Yet, the two processes clearly differ: the nearly Gaussian character of the PDF's of energy injection fluctuations contrasts with the very non-Gaussian (log-normal) behavior observed for energy dissipation. Also, the strong dependence of the statistics on the forcing mechanism goes against the universality assumption usually applied on energy dissipation in classical theories of turbulence. These interesting differences are far from being completely understood, from a theoretical point of view. In a recent work, Aumaitre et al [30] showed that the statistics of the injected power obey a "fluctuation theorem", enabling to connect the probabilities of positive and negative production rate during a given time interval (this characterizes the asymmetry of the curve). However, a rigorous proof of the theorem only applies to time-reversible systems, at variance with ordinary turbulence. Aumaitre et al [30] therefore also mention that their result could be just a consequence of the theory of large deviations [31, 32] . 2 Ω-mode and the Langevin model
Aim of the paper
Momentum equation
To derive the simplest Langevin model compatible with the data, we may follow Titon and Cadot [29] , and write the momentum balance equation for one stirrer (including blades and water trapped in it), as :
where I is the inertia of the disks (including the blades and the water trapped in it), Ω is the rotation velocity of the disk, Γ m is the angular momentum supplied by the motors (the propeller) and Γ f is the torque due to the fluid acting onto the propeller.
Derivation of the Langevin model
From a theoretical point of view, Γ f (t) is the turbulent contribution to be modeled as a noise. Its main properties can be easily specified by working in the Ω-mode, where form of the signal displays a rather wide ranging from 0 to about 9 Hz (Figure 3 ), instead of a well defined narrow peak, which would be characteristic of a meaningfull oscillation. Finally, we note that such oscillation is not visible in similar measurements performed in air [26] . It is therefore difficult to decide whether this oscillation is a real physical feature, or provoked by some experimental artefact. If the oscillating behavior of the correlation function is considered, the simplest Langevin model is the OWN (oscillating white noise) model:
where
This equation leads to a stationary gaussian distribution for ξ (thermal equilibrium) with variance
) and a temporal correlation C(τ ) = ξ(t + τ )ξ(t) which reads:
where A = ξ 2 and B = γA/ ω 2 0 − γ 2 .
If, on the other hand, the oscillation is a spurious experimental artefact, the only physical property to take into account is the damping, which appears approximately ex-
ponential. The resulting Langevin equation is the EWN
(exponential white noise) model:
This leads to an exponentially decaying correlation func-
Calibration
The constants appearing in the models OWN and EWN can be found by fit on the PDF of torque measurements and correlation function. For the model OWN, we find; 
where ξ(t) is given by equation (2) or (5). Solutions of this coupled system of equation can be found using classical stochastic numerical methods [34] . The only trick arises for the OWN model whose dynamics is second order in time. In this case, we used the following numerical scheme:
In Fig. 5 , we show an example of the resulting probability distribution function computed numerically using the two models, and with the constants calibrated on the data. In both cases, one obtain a PDF with a mean value
< Ω >= 61.4 rad.s −1 , and some deviations from a Gaussian character. However, one sees that the two models are characterized by quite different variances. In a sense, this is quite surprising because the two models can be shown to exhibit interesting similarities under a simple approximation.
Overdamped approximation
Indeed, in the overdamped regime, one can neglect inertia in (2) so that the noise in the OWN model obeys:
One therefore recovers the equation for the EWN with slightly different parameters: we undertake an analytical investigation, using the EWN model.
Analytical study
Power in Ω-mode
In this regime, the power delivered by the propellers and the power injected in the flow are equal. In the sequel, we shall call this power P Ω = P 1 = P 2 = cΩ 3 + ξΩ. We can immediately derive the PDF of P Ω from ξ. It is a gaussian random variable with mean cΩ 3 and variance:
Power in Gammamode
To find the power in the gamma-mode, one must solve analytically the equation (8) with (5). A technical difficulty arises because ξ is not a δ-correlated process . However, under the unified colored noise approximation [35, 36] , one can compute the stationary PDF of Ω and get the following (cf appendix A):
where θ is the sign function. The moment of this distribution cannot be computed analytically in general. The simplest approximation which allows analytical calculations is when the intensity of the noise is small, a regime that will be considered in the next section.
The small noise limit In this section we rewrite the probability density function for Ω in a dimensionless form: with
, one has for the stationary probability density of χ:
where N stands for the normalization.
In the appendix B, we used Laplace's method with R ≪ 1 to compute the n-th order moment of the distribution (14):
From this expression, we are able to compute the standard deviation of the processus and recover a relation enlightened by [29] . In the limit of inertia (or equivalently S)
going to zero, we have:
This relation shows that in the limit where the inertia of the disk is going to zero, the fluctuations of power delivered by the motor are twice smaller in one of the mode of forcing, namely the Γ -mode as compared to the Ω-mode (with the same mean angular rotation rate). However, this relation has been derived under the assumption of vanishing noise. We now have to check if this relation holds when the noise becomes stronger and stronger. On figure 6 , we plotted the quantity α = . We see roughly that for R < 1, the preceding relation is in good agreement with the numerical calculations, whereas for R > 1, the two quantities diverge one from another.
Furthermore, in this last situation, α is not close to [29] using experimental data, without discussion of its range of validity. With our model, we predict that this range is restricted to weak noise and weak inertia, as can be seen in figure 6.
Application Our analytical computation can be used to explain the difference between the two models. For this, we can compute the values of the parameter R and S for the two models, using the calibrated constants. In the model OWN, we find R = 0.11 and S = 62.6. This indeed corresponds to the weak noise limit, and from (36) we find for the experiment, a simulation of equations (8) and (5), and for the theoretical predictions (13) in the overdamped case.
change of the parameters of the fit, e.g. a oscillation's frequency smaller by a factor of √ 3, or no oscillation at all.
Indeed the spectrum of the correlation function of ξ in the Γ -regime shows no preferred frequency (figure 8). In previous experiments of Von-Karman swirling flow, it has been observed that the skewness in Ω and Γ mode is of different sign. It is not possible to reproduce such a feature in our model since, by assumption, the skewness is zero in the Ω mode (gaussian noise). However, it is possible to investigate the skewness in Γ mode. To proceed, one needs to carry the Laplace method ut to terms in R 4 (one can check that the skewness vanishes up to order 2) and after straightforward calculations, it appears that the skewness is:
This quantity is always negative, a result consistent with previous experimental observations (see for example [37] ).
In our experimental result, the skewness is measured to be -0.026. With the value of the parameters, our analyti- Daviaud [33] :
Here Σ p is the cross-section of the cylinder which closes the portion that is swept by the blades of the stirrer, and u φ and u z denote the azimuthal and vertical fluid velocity component. If we now separate the velocity into its mean < u > and fluctuating u ′ contribution, we get:
The average of this expression gives the mean torque as:
This is a classical expression for the torque transport. It is easy to express it on pure dimensional ground as < Γ f >= −c|Ω|Ω, where c is a drag coefficient. Our main interest is the fluctuating part of Γ f , which will provide the noise contribution. It is:
At this point, it is natural to assume that the difference
(the fluctuating part of the Reynolds stress) is small compared to the other two terms, which are both proportional to the average of a mean quantity.
Also, since the fluctuating part varies over time scale much smaller than the mean part, it is easy to see that we must have:
A model for the fluctuating torque variation will then be found provided one finds a model for the fluctuating velocity variations.
The quasi-linear approximation
To obtain the dynamical behavior of fluctuating velocities,
we use the turbulent model of Laval, Dubrulle and Mc Williams [25] in which the velocity is given as a solution of a linear stochastic equation of Langevin type, valid for localized wave-packets, which may be summarized as:
where B ij is a linear operator depending only on the average velocity, ν t is a turbulent viscosity, and
g being a function which decreases rapidly at infinity. Eq.
(24) is a Gabor transform, defining a localized wave-packet at position x with local wavenumber k. The advantage of considering Gabor mode is that it allows simple treatment of dissipation and pressure terms [15] . Note that by
Here, η i is a noise, representing the input of energy via the energy cascade. The major approximation of the model is to lump the nonlinear terms describing local interactions into a turbulent viscosity ν t .
Reynolds stresses in the quasi-linear approximation
Using the slow variation of < u >, we may write the Gabor
It is then easy to see that the Gabor transform of Q satisfies, in matrix notation:
where H is a noisy matrix H ij =< u i > η j and the symbol + means transposed. Decomposing finally B into its symmetric part S and anti-symmetric part A, one obtains finally:
where P = Q + Q + and M = Q − Q + . One can get physical insights of this system by considering the special case when Q commutes with S and A. In that case, one gets:
It is then easy to see that P and M will behave like a damped oscillator with noise, with damping given by eigenvalues of S − ν t k 2 I and oscillation given by square root of eigenvalues of A 2 .
Application to torque in von Karman
Since Γ f = P φz , we can now use the result on the Reynolds stresses to understand the physical origin, if any, of the various terms appearing in our model (2) and (5).
We see that the friction term arises from a combination 
Since u ′ φ is coupled to u ′ z via the differential rotation:
this induces a possible oscillatory behavior forû
Discussion
In this paper, we studied the injected power in a tur- We thank O. Cadot and C. Titon for having motivated the present "two-mode" study by experimental considerations and their numerous remarks. We wish also to thank F. Daviaud for his valuable comments and encouragements.
APPENDIX
A Derivation of the Pdf for the angular velocity
In this section, we show how to derive the probability distribution function (Pdf) for Ω verifying the following Langevin equation:
where η is a gaussian δ-correlated noise.
This is a non Markovian process which means that no Fokker-Planck equation for the associated distribution can be derived. To overcome this difficulty we used the unified colored noise approximation [35, 36] which permits to rewrite the stochastic system in the following way:
with ε(Ω) = I + 2cτ |Ω|. This last equation is now Markovian and we can instantaneously derive a Fokker-Planck equation:
The stationary distribution follows immediately by integration (equation (13)).
B Moments of the distribution
We want to compute the moment: f n (t) = t n (|t| + S 4 ) (33)
Using Laplace's method up to the second order (cf [38] ), we have in the limit R ≪ 1:
where t 0 is the minimum of Φ on ] − ∞ + ∞[. For every S, one can show that t 0 = 1 and using the fact that < χ 0 >= 1, the following expression is computed:
For n=2, one get < χ 2 >= 1, which is equivalent to < Ω 2 >= Γ m /c, a trivial relation because it's only the mean part of equation (8) . More interesting, one can compute the standard deviation of χ and look at its limit when S (or the inertia) tends to zero:
When writing this last equation, in terms of Ω, we recover the equality (16) .
